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ABSTRACT
Coordinators are intelligent software agents that help humans to collaborate and coordinate execution of multiple activities in dynamic, distributed and uncertain domains. One of the main challenges is the generation of effective user interfaces for team coordination. Intelligent interfaces that avoid information overload, and facilitate user interactions to repair mission plans are needed, and they are the focus of this work.

INTRODUCTION
Our work focuses on distributed teams of humans who must coordinate to achieve a common goal. Consider teams of fire-fighters fighting a wild fire, rescue workers working on relief operations after a natural disaster, or units in military operations. The team starts its mission with a plan specifying who should do what and when. Due to the dynamics of these environments, activities may fail or take longer than expected, or new tasks are discovered. In consequence, team members must coordinate to repair the initial plan.

To assist with coordination, each team member (unit) is equipped with a portable computer. An agent called the Coordinator, running on each computer, keeps track of the activities that the unit should perform, pre-planned contingencies, and of the dependencies with other units. Each agent has a partial model of the tasks that the whole team must accomplish, so agents must coordinate to compute plan repairs as the mission unfolds. They may need to adjust the timings of their activities, or they may need to adopt contingency plans to achieve sub-tasks in a different way or to address new tasks.

This paper focuses on the user interfaces to help the units stay coordinated. The interfaces show users the set of activities that they should perform, provide status about dependent units, provide information about imminent coordination problems and help users evaluate and choose plan repair options that the agents compute.

THE COORDINATORS USER INTERFACE
The key challenge in the design of the user interface is to avoid information overload, to show users only the information they need to stay coordinated, and to streamline the interaction when users need to repair the plan. The focus of the users is not the software, but the tasks they are engaged in.

The map view, which can be seen on Figure 1, shows the locations of units, the paths they have followed or are about to follow, and their status information. The status of the units is shown as executing an activity (blue), idle/waiting (gray), activity completed successfully (green), or unit requires attention (yellow). A pop-up box shows detailed information about each unit’s current activity.
The task view on Figure 2 shows a hierarchical view of the tasks that a unit is engaged in, and also includes dependent tasks from other units. In the case of a commander, it will show the hierarchical decomposition of the whole plan allowing them to drill down to show arbitrary levels of detail. This view is mainly of interest to the commander who is concerned with the overall operation. Individual units may choose to switch to this view when they run into trouble and need to engage contingency plans. This view also shows the timing information for all activities focusing on earliest, preferred, latest start and end times; and the progress that has been made towards the main tasks in the mission.

Figure 3 shows the schedule view of the plan. This is the main screen for the units as it shows a Gantt chart of the scheduled activities that the unit should perform, and other dependent activities. A vertical red line shows the current time, and gives each unit a good overview of how it is progressing according to the current plan. It clearly shows the status of the activities in the plan by marking them as executing (blue), waiting (white), aborted (red), and completed (green). Indicating also when an activity may lead to a potential problem with a yellow bar. For the commander, this view will also show a set of available options when a problem is detected, and the effects of those options in the current schedule.

The user interface is very interactive. When a unit fails to complete an activity at its preferred time, the Coordinator will alert the unit of the impending delay. The alert dialogue box (seen on Figure 2) features easy to select options to enable the unit to specify that it will complete by the latest completion time (i.e., in time), that it will be delayed by a specific amount of time, or that it will not be able to complete the activity and recommends aborting it. The coordinator even shows the set of affected units to whom to coordinate to resolve the issue. The agent uses this information to coordinate with other agents to revise the plan. If the plan can be revised without significant changes to the schedules and activities of other units, the revisions will be directly communicated to related agents. If more drastic revisions are needed, the unit is marked as being in trouble, and its icon becomes yellow on all Coordinators showing it. In addition, the commander will be alerted. The commander can ask the Coordinators for options to repair the plan.

The Coordinators use distributed planning and scheduling techniques to compute options, and as mentioned before these are shown to the commander in the schedule view. Figure 3 shows a situation where one unit (Alpha 5) has run into trouble. The interface shows the commander alternative courses of action at the bottom of the screen. The commander can select an alternative and compare it to the current plan to see which units and activities will be affected. When the commander chooses an option, he or she can send a coordination alert to affected units to ask them whether they can execute the selected option. The Coordinators compute the options based on the assumptions in the model, and the model can be incorrect, so it is prudent to ask the affected units. The commander can see the responses as they come in, and can at any time engage an option and distribute the schedule changes to affected units. Finally, the interface of the affected units will show the updated plan.

DEMO DESCRIPTION

The Coordinator user interfaces will be shown in the context of a military scenario. The demonstration will show how the interfaces enable all users to stay informed during plan execution, and how the system helps users repair a plan that was derailed due to failure in one activity. The demonstration highlights the effectiveness of the agents and the user interface in intelligently alerting only the affected units, and on enabling the commander to easily and quickly evaluate options to repair the broken plan. The Coordinator user interfaces are deployed using an AJAX Web-based architecture. The browser-based user interface updates automatically by asynchronously retrieving data from the server. Our interfaces for team coordination leverage the advantages of AJAX, namely, non-intrusive, cross platform, easy to deploy, distributed and easy to maintain. A movie of the demo is at http://coordination isi edu/home/cc-demo/cc html.